
Restaurant: Viva India (Cincinnati, OH)
Field Reporter: N/A Date:
The Show: Good (6 members)
Attendance: Score (Max. 10): Yellow Cards: Red Cards:
President:
Nate Deems 8
Members:
Stephan Ivester 8 - -
Leom Holley 3 - -
Rob Bosma 7.3 - -
Matt Butler 8 - -
Tyson Tozier 9.1 - -

- -
- -

Totals: 43.4 0 0
General Comments:

Due to unusual circumstances, the gentlemen of the Cincinnati and Surrounding Areas Curry Club (CASACC) returned,
for the second month in a row, to the Hyde Park area of Cincinnati to visit Viva India following a pre-dinner Happy Hour
at MadTree Brewing in Oakley just a few minutes away. Pros and Cons of the evening, as determined by members during
scoring, are as follows:

Pros - Nostalgia / camaraderie for members who have not attended recently, Viva India’s atmosphere (much more
modern and clean than the average restaurant visited by the CASACC), food was overall enjoyable

Cons - Entertainment at MadTree made it hard to hear, the CASACC typically enjoys complimentary papadums but were
charged $4 for two orders during their visit to Viva India (the only venue to deny this request in 2023), Viva India
automatically charged an 18% Large Party Fee which seemed unnecessary for 6 people when the restaurant was not too
busy and the members are always happy to leave 20%+ gratuity, a member’s Tandoori Chicken was not sizzling as
expected

Despite a few letdowns, the gentlemen of the CASACC were able to maintain good spirits as they looked forward to the
Annual General Meeting (AGM) / Christmas Party to-be held at Taj Indian Restaurant (highest-rated Indian restaurant by
the CASACC in 2023, located on Beechmont Ave) on the 20th day of December, 2023!

Final Average
Score (Max. 10):

7.23
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Figure 1 - Handoff of the Ceremonial Blazer to newly appointed President Leom Holley (November 30th, 2023)
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